A Holistic Methodology for Improved RFID Network Lifetime by Advanced Cluster Head Selection using Dragonfly Algorithm
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ABSTRACT

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) networks usually require many tags along with readers and computation facilities. Those networks have limitations with respect to computing power and energy consumption. Thus, for saving energy and to make the best use of the resources, networks should operate and be able to recover in an efficient way. This will also reduce the energy expenditure of RFID readers. In this work, the RFID network life span will be enlarged through an energy-efficient cluster-based protocol used together with the Dragonfly algorithm. There are two stages in the processing of the clustering system: the cluster formation from the whole structure and the election of a cluster leader. After completing those procedures, the cluster leader controls the other nodes that are not leaders. The system works with a large energy node that provides an amount of energy while transmitting aggregated data near a base station.

In these circumstances, readers are usually separated from the base station and, due to the separation; energy cannot be reflected towards the reader. This separation is the basic reason for high consumption of energy in this particular process. Thus, low power batteries face difficulties in reflecting back the signals to readers. Some authors proposed methods on the MAC and network layers for creating some improvements. However, an important problem is still present when there are more than two nodes that want to act as leaders and confront each other to lead other nodes in the network. Clustering methods are the most important techniques to avoid all difficulties acting in the network [3], [4].
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I. INTRODUCTION

RFID is a well-known technology used to identify all kinds of objects. It is a fast-emerging technology that is likely to create massive financial gains in industries and in the digital world. The explanation of the “Internet of Things” concept is usually considered together with the RFID technology. Some of the fields of application include transportation, security, product tracking as well as access control. For the primary purposes, RFID systems can be used to register items, also supporting actions such as counting and tracking objects in motion [1].

The RFID Network protocol is tremendously complex. There is a limitation to design the scheme of any RFID network, being the main constraint the fact of providing power. In addition, diminishing power utilization with the energy consumption process is a significant issue in the intended use of the RFID network protocol. Moreover, RFID systems also have to focus on some aspects such as reliability, scalability or acknowledgment. Therefore, low power RFID readers are used to provide secure and reliable communication. For example, the communication mechanisms can create traffic congestion and they are mostly consuming the resources by transmitting information from the node to the base station. There is a requirement of understanding the process of reducing the burden on the communication mechanism using the straight transmission protocol which is being used for communicating with base station directly [2].
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II. RELATED WORK

R. Koh et al. [1] gave a detailed explanation about the establishment of the network and the tracking of the network to identify the packet loss or any kind of miscommunications in between the sender and receiver. The network structure must be maintained nonvolatile and without maintaining any kind of distractions in establishment and the communication. There is a concept mentioned by this author about the Auto-ID which is to track the network including packets which are flowing in the current network. Tracking the system includes the information of the physical device which is a source or destination. In this network, communication source and destination communication devices must be straight forward without any interruption they have to communicate.

J. Kim et al. [2] used the methodologies of the RFID tags to the communication between source and destination which was further used for the reestablishment of the network and also the packet loss. In this scenario we can identify the devices which are connecting in the same network panel. For an example consider the army mission and if the soldiers are connected to the same channel using RFID tags of their device that will be very easy to track the person in any situation. RFID tags are further used for the information processing from source to destination and identifying the receivers based on their tags. Because all the people in the network need not to get the information.

Swimpy Pahuja et al. [5] produced a survey on the RFID tags and the pattern they are communicating among the people and the servers which are connected with the tags will monitor and backup of the communication and the operations are stored as logs. If there is any further same process identified in the same group of network then the same operations and the same log can be referred for the further operations in the network. If we are using the same protocol for the different purpose on the same log the duplication will occur and store the same in the log.

WaleedAlsalihi et al. [6] proposed distance-based clustering, which is a technique that is anticipated to reduce the complexity of the network as it takes care of every part of the movements and masking it to make it unaffected from congestion of inactive tags. Shailesh M. et al. [7] suggested a solution for the problem life identifying the collision of the people in the network. If same network was shared between the people, then there will be biggest problem in the network and reconnected the network or establishing new kind of it. Author suggested new protocols with the new RFID data transmission to recognize the duplication.

The security measures have to be taken very seriously and all the RFID tags must be protected with the latest firewall mechanisms and the information was mentioned in [8]-[10]. With low cost we need to mention the security mechanisms and all the mechanisms must be processed according to the willingness of the communicators in the network. Because without any of their intervention nothing must be leaked out of the channel [11], [12].

Routing calculations are being done in this new RFID tags scenario and those are clearly mentioned in [13]. We need to calculate the security levels and proceed further will all kind of operations. Whether it may be secured or unsecured first we need to calculate the channel security and must establish all the related measures. Instead of purchasing the commercial tools it is better to use low cost commodity software or tools for network establishment. That was mentioned on [14]-[16].

Mann et al. presented Bee Swarm, an SI that is based on the energy-efficient hierarchical routing protocol for WSNs [17]. Mirzaie et al. has provided a multi-clustering algorithm that is based on fuzzy logic (MCFL) using a unique methodology that is exhibited to do node clustering in WSN [18].

Elshrkaweyetal., in 2018, proposed an advanced method to minimize energy usage and maximize network lifetime [19]. It needs to support information secrecy, safeguard the WSN and enhance the security. Lalwani et al. [20] presented the biogeography-based energy-saving routing architecture (BERA) for CH selection and routing. Consideration ought to be taken for basic protocols while choosing the CH to improve the life of the system. CSSDA moves further and this movement will require two parts: the first part is the cluster set-up and the second part is the regular cluster. Inside the cluster set up, the reader, who has more enduring power will choose for the cluster heads [21],[22]. The others, which are not chosen for cluster heads, will merge the cluster to their relevant cluster head. Another part is a regular group part, in that each datum established through the cluster heads are combined cumulative and sent toward the base station [23],[24]. In any case, studying the key factors that can be important for the design or routing techniques of wireless networks is a topic of interest in the research community [25].

III. PROBLEM WITH THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACH

RFID plays an integral role within the different domains and their requirements are solved with tracking of the person or an object with the RFID tags. If there is a need of tracking animals in the forest, we need to attach a chip to track them. In cases of shopping areas in metro cities, there is no chance of maintaining an inventory of the products and scan them one by one to add in the inventory. In such cases we use these tags to add the bulk of similar products instead of barcodes or QR codes.

The communication channel security at the back end server is one of the most important factors and at the same time tagging the reader messages is necessary for mobile readers. Although, the security issues occur worldwide, and the safety becomes the major issue. This paper means to say that the verification protocol is on the way to ensure that a prohibited tag or reader should break the structure. Hash-based security measure, also unrestricted essential incorruption methods are executed on top of authentication protocol.

We proposed new scalable, anti-counterfeit and undetectable confirmation protocol entrenched in terms of hash method, even public key encryption knowledge for offering the safety and security in RFID tag-reader message procedure. The conventional approach is composed of the following steps:

- De-synchronization. The proposed work eliminates the de-synchronization issue since the server preserves two files of ID (ID also last). Thus, if the message is deemed fraudulent; we know how
to regain it and reverse as of the last ID.

- Anti-counterfeit issue. The Mannequin chip, amid a similar number, is impossible to make when the RFID chip is exclusive. Therefore, a reader might not print identically in order, and our logic is hence explained.
- Forward secrecy. After the modernization of IDi toward IDi+1, there was confusion regarding the one-way encoding method, and there was no other way to produce the original instruction that was ambiguous. That is, IDi+1 cannot create IDi.
- Un-traceability. To track the statement between the entities, using this method, it is hard to compare the two sides, that is the public-key encryption and the time stamp.
- Spoofing. RFID spoofing involves covertly reading and recording a data transmission from a RFID tag. When the data is retransmitted, it would contain the original tag’s TID, making it appear to be valid.
- Item privacy. Public, as well as the crucial private encryption decoding, and the encoding of data building is nearly unfeasible to bother the confidentiality of the network.
- Replay attack. Replay attacks build on eavesdropping and specifically occur when one part of communication in an RFID system is recorded and then ‘replayed’ later to the receiving device in order to steal information or gain access.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

Through the usage of an energy-efficient cluster-based protocol, the RFID networks may extensively utilize the Dragonfly algorithm during their lifetime (Fig. 2). For every cluster member, the cluster head reader (CH) has a receiver tag charge in order. After, it conveys towards the base station (BS) and executes the aggregation development that received the data. For all RFID Networks, readers obtain the energy stage details from the base station. Under the circumstances, the optimized cluster head is chosen, the base station estimates the average energy levels for every reader presented within the network.

![Fig. 2. Structure of the Dragonfly Algorithm.](image)

The cluster head is chosen by the mobile RFID environment where the readers have high power and equivalent mobility, while effect of moving back a few parting readers also increases the network lifetime. On behalf of the dropping movement among the readers into the RFID, the network uses an energy-efficient clustering system. There are two parts of this method. Within the first part, cluster heads are selected on the basis of energy level and mobility of the reader. In the present work the cluster head will be connected to the most ambiguous node which can be solved with connectivity issues of the cluster and the reader can connect to the cluster head easily. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the Cluster Head Selection and the Formation.

The RFID network is enlarging its lifespan through the clustering method. With the aim of energy utilization for every node, the cluster heads are preferred within the clusters. All the readers transmit hello messages in route to their neighbors. In the communication range, every reader reclines and receives the hello message, and recognizes the neighbor and transfer as the reader. Even though inside the network, the entire set of readers may have found their neighbors. With a high probability of attaining, for example, mobility and energy, the cluster heads are chosen. All the readers’ energy levels are evaluated among the threshold charge. A threshold value is defined the remaining necessary power get information on or after the entire set of readers aggregates the information and conveys it toward the base station.

Another way to identify a suitable cluster head is by the reader during soaring residual energy that is evaluated to be within the threshold value. Along with the available cluster head, applying Dragonfly Clustering, we choose the optimal cluster heads in the network. After the relevant cluster head is selected, and algorithm of a dragonfly is used. There are three old ethics in the Dragonfly algorithm: i) collision avoidance ii) Segregation iii) nearby Reader’s distance.

![Fig. 3. Dragon Fly Algorithm block diagram.](image)

Distance metrics are used to map the related variables to the specific cluster based on the standard distance metric algorithms. These algorithms identify the similar group elements. Administrators are chosen based on the direction and the speed of the readers that are used for the explanation. The neighbor reader count for every suitable cluster head through a network is known as cohesion. Within the mobile web, there are tags and readers. Given the system, the dynamic behaviors of the readers are three significant features that are worn within the network, the location updates of the nodes are cohesion, alignment and separation. Every element is taken as the best cluster head selection. The paragraph below illustrates that the behaviors are precisely modeled.

Separation: the ambiguity among the cluster head and their neighbor is intended after the cluster head is appropriately elected. To establish a node, it is closely considered by their detachment towards the data transmission in the RFID network. The procedure for separation is given by Eq.(1). The present node location is considered as (x1, y1), whichever reader otherwise tag; the neighboring node location is described as (x2, y2) also neighboring readers, and their count is noted as N between the present reader.

\[ S_i = \sqrt{(x_2 - x_1)^2 + (y_2 - y_1)^2}/N \]  

(1)

Alignment: after separation, as the moment of the cluster head, the RFID tag can recognize location of the object with respect the specific cluster head. The association of the cluster head should exist in parallel toward neighbor readers in the direction of the cluster headed for evading the RFID network rupture the cluster. Through the alignment, every mobility node is determined. The method of alignment is given by Eq.(2). Everywhere, \( V_j \) illustrates what is within the network
amongst the nodes, the cluster head must be selected with majority. In the network, to avoid the collision and termination of communication cluster head mobility is formed due to the presence of readers and tags. The neighbor nodes is said to be the number of nodes around the cluster head, for which the calculation is not as much of the cluster, which is synchronized, and becomes exaggerated. Therefore, anode must always remain separated to avoid collision; this is useful for the network and their competence. The prescription for cohesion is described in Eq.(3).

\[ C_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} v_{ij}}{N} \times X \]  

Where, \( X \) is the position of the current individual, \( N \) is the number of neighborhoods and \( X_j \) is the position of the jth neighboring node in the RFID network.

The cohesion, alignment and separation ranges are added for every cluster head. Here, the cluster head will be chosen as a head. Based on low mobility, distance, and neighbor count, the cluster head will be selected.

After the optimal cluster head is chosen (based on the cluster) the cluster head mobility is formed due to the presence of readers and tags. In the network, to avoid the collision and termination of communication amongst the nodes, the cluster head must be selected with majority.

\[ A_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} v_{ij}}{N} \]  

Cohesion: when the procedure of alignment is finished, the adjacent neighbor node is intended to favor the appropriate cluster heads. The neighbor nodes is said to be the number of nodes around the cluster head, for which the calculation is not as much of the cluster, which is synchronized, and becomes exaggerated. Therefore, anode must always remain separated to avoid collision; this is useful for the network and their competence. The prescription for cohesion is described in Eq.(3).

The optimal set of cluster heads that belong with their associated cluster members are predicted by the base station. In the RFID network, the cluster head plays an important role to send the data from one cluster ID and vice versa. Cluster head also plays a role of local control center to organize this event and cluster base station acted as a Reader arranger.

Regarding data transmission, every reader begins to pass a signal for sensing the information after the cluster formation and cluster head selection. Within the clustering schedule, cluster head works as readers to detect data. The TDMA schedule is utilized in the cluster for arranging the readers. The reader throws the signal to tags with their corresponding range pedestal of the program. The reader sends the information to the cluster head once it senses the information. Subsequently, the next reader begins to pass the data. With the help of a cluster head, each reader finishes the data transmission and data aggregation.

V. Experiment

An object-driven network simulator, network simulator version 2 (NS-2), was developed at the University of California-Berkeley. Such a simulator utilizes two programming languages: C++ and Tcl. NS-2 is useful for the simulation of the wide-area and local networks. These programming languages are used for numerous reasons, most importantly, because of their internal characteristics. While C++ provides efficiency in its implementation of a specific design, it encounters some difficulties in graphic representation. Without a visual language that is easy-to-use and descriptive, it may be challenging to perform a modification and assembly of different components and alter distinct parameters.

The system test system is typically called an NS2; it is a capable test system for concentrating dynamic behavior of portable remote sensor organizers. NS2 boosts the re-enactment of an order from a physical radio transmission channel to the application layer. The NS2.35 test system is utilized for re-enactment and is directed under the Linux mint environment. This testing was conveyed using the standard network test system, NS-2.34, which has 100 nodes. These nodes are spread by an arbitrary request in a 100 x 100 area.

In addition, the algorithm for cluster head selection and cluster formation is as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the nodes and labels in the system \( Ri \) \((i=1, 2, 3...n)\).
Step 2: Set the potential score (vitality and portability) to every node and label hubs.
Step 3: Send the vitality level of the Reader to Base Station and discover optimum nodes.
Step 4: If (Residual Energy (Ri)> Threshold esteem).
Then: Update the node as an Eligible Cluster Head.
else: Update the nodes as Remaining nodes in the system.
Step 5: Separation is determined for a qualified head in the system utilizing Eq. (1).
Step 6: Alignment is determined for the head in the order using Eq. (2).
Step 7: Cohesion is defined as a qualified leader in the system utilizing Eq. (3).
Step 8: Add the estimations of partition, arrangement, and union.
Step 9: If the worth is high, select as “Ideal head.”
Step 10: else “Become customary nodes” in the system.
Step 11: End the Cluster development.

![Fig. 4. Dragon fly algorithm representation.](image)

V. Experiment

An object-driven network simulator, network simulator version 2 (NS-2), was developed at the University of California-Berkeley. Such a simulator utilizes two programming languages: C++ and Tcl. NS-2 is useful for the simulation of the wide-area and local networks. These programming languages are used for numerous reasons, most importantly, because of their internal characteristics. While C++ provides efficiency in its implementation of a specific design, it encounters some difficulties in graphic representation. Without a visual language that is easy-to-use and descriptive, it may be challenging to perform a modification and assembly of different components and alter distinct parameters.

The system test system is typically called an NS2; it is a capable test system for concentrating dynamic behavior of portable remote sensor organizers. NS2 boosts the re-enactment of an order from a physical radio transmission channel to the application layer. The NS2.35 test system is utilized for re-enactment and is directed under the Linux mint environment. This testing was conveyed using the standard network test system, NS-2.34, which has 100 nodes. These nodes are spread by an arbitrary request in a 100 x 100 area.

![Fig. 5. Delay Calculation of the network.](image)

While using any kind of implementation in the network the throughput must be identified and the latency of the connectivity...
should be very less with respect to the implementation done in the present existing methodology. Fig. 5 explains the implementation of the delay calculation in the network. This delay can be identified while connecting the RFID tags to the base station to transform information from one location to another location. The existing system deals with the highest delay problem in connecting the server and with the problem with reconnection when there is any network drop.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results are calculated. Fig. 6 shows the calculation of the throughput of the network. The network throughput is defined as the number of packets transmitted according to the period. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results are calculated. Fig. 7 shows the calculation of the forwarding security of the network. The forward network security is defined as that the amount of count of security packets in the forward direction according to the time. Hence it is the two-dimensional figure. It consists of two axes.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results are calculated. Fig. 8 shows the calculation of the received packets in the network. The network received packages is defined as that the number of packets received by the destination during the transmission of packets from the source to the destination, according to the period. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.

Before completing the transmission we need to calculate the number of packets we are transmitting from one node to another and after completing the transmission we need to check the whether all the packets is received or not.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results are calculated. Fig. 9 shows the calculation of the sent packets in the network. The network sent packages is defined as the number of packets transmitted by the source (sender node) during the transmission of packets from the source and to the destination, according to the period. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.

Before completing the transmission we need to calculate the number of packets we are transmitting from one node to another and after completing the transmission we need to check the whether all the packets is received or not.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results are calculated. Fig. 10 shows the calculation of energy consumption, and it is a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed method. The network energy consumption is defined as the amount of energy utilized or spent during the data transmission between the source and the destination, according to the period, until the end of the communication. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.

Fig. 11 shows the calculation of energy efficiency, and it is a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed method. The network energy efficiency is defined as the amount of energy saved during the data transmission, between the source and the destination, according to the time period and until the end of the transfer. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.
The energy of the network must be identified before performing any kind of operation. In this energy efficiency the network must use the minimum energy and execute the large task. The existing and proposed systems are compared with the service of different network admins while transmitting the information. We need to calculate the packets which are being generated.

**Fig. 12** shows the calculation of packet loss and is a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. The network packet loss is defined as the number of packets lost during the data transmission between the source and the destination according to the time until the end of the communication. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure and consists of two axes.

While transmitting the information the task we need to consider is the avoiding packet loss. While transmitting information sometimes because of problem in network establishment packets may loss. We need to avoid and calculate those and recover those.

**Fig. 13** shows the calculation of generated packets and is a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. The system made packets are defined as that the number of packages sent during the data transmission between the source and the destination, according to the time period until the end of the transfer. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure and consists of two axes.

The existing and proposed systems are compared with the service of different network admins while transmitting the information. We need to calculate the packets which are being generated.

**Fig. 14** shows the calculation of received packets. This is a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. The system received packages, defined as the number of packets received during the data transmission between the source and the destination according to the time period and until the end of the transfer. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.

**Fig. 15** shows the calculation of the packet’s delivery ratio, and it is a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed method. The network packets delivery ratio is defined as that the percentage of packets received vs. the number of packages sent during the data transmission between the source and the destination according to the time period till the end of the transfer. Hence it is the two-dimensional figure. It consists of two axes.
with timestamping on either side of a two-way communication are through malicious attack. Our proposed work is an effort in the same cluster head selection rounds. the base station. Our simulation result is evaluated in terms of number performs aggregation of the gathered data before transmitting them to from tags and send to cluster head within the cluster. Cluster head schedules data collection time in the network. Readers sense the data This type of distribution balances the operational load within each readers are homogeneous in the cluster but perform different tasks. clustering protocol for cluster head selection and cluster formation Network Simulator. The simulator executes the proposed dragonfly analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. The network throughput is defined as that the overall calculation of the number of packets sent during the data transmission between the source and destination, according to the time period and until the end of the transfer. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.

Fig. 16 shows the calculation of throughput, and it is a comparative evaluation of the network. Fig. 16. Throughput Calculation of the network.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

The network environment is designed and implemented using Network Simulator. The simulator executes the proposed dragonfly clustering protocol for cluster head selection and cluster formation to reduce the cluster breakage and to improve the reading efficiency in the network. In the considered 100 nodes in the network, there are three types of sensors such Readers, tags and cluster heads. All the readers are homogeneous in the cluster but perform different tasks. This type of distribution balances the operational load within each cluster and also results in improved network lifetime. The cluster head schedules data collection time in the network. Readers sense the data from tags and send to cluster head within the cluster. Cluster head performs aggregation of the gathered data before transmitting them to the base station. Our simulation result is evaluated in terms of number of parameters such as network lifetime (number of Active nodes) and cluster head selection rounds.

Earlier work in this domain had tried to provide a genuine solution through malicious attack. Our proposed work is an effort in the same direction. In this work the hash function and public-key encryption with timestamping on either side of a two-way communication are used to remove minimal chances of an attack on a wireless connection. In the context of future work, it is necessary to emphasize the IEEE issue of time complexity; the next step will be to evaluate the time function, and to minimize it to make the system more efficient in a real-time scenario.
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